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Conditional preparation of maximal polarization entanglement
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A simple experimental setup consisting of a spontaneous parametric down-conversion source and passive
linear optics is proposed for conditional preparation of a maximally entangled polarization state of two pho-
tons. Successful preparation is unambiguously heralded by coincident detection of four auxiliary photons. The
proposed scheme utilizes the down-conversion term corresponding to the generation of three pairs of photons.
We analyze imperfect detection of the auxiliary photons and demonstrate that its deleterious effect on the
fidelity of the prepared state can be suppressed at the cost of decreasing the efficiency of the scheme.
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Pairs of photons in a maximally entangled polarizati
state constitute a basic constructional primitive in many p
tocols for quantum information processing, including te
portation, dense coding, and cryptography@1#. They have
also been serving as a source of nonlocal correlations
violate Bell’s inequalities, thus contradicting assumptio
underlying local realistic theories. Despite enormo
progress in generating entangled states of photons@2#, start-
ing from the initial experiments with atomic cascades@3#,
deterministic polarization entanglement in the photonic
main remains an elusive entity@4,5#. Indeed, the majority of
current experiments is based on the production of pho
pairs in the process of spontaneous parametric do
conversion@2#, which is inherently random. Consequently,
is possible to determine whether a pair has been gener
only by postselection, when lookinga posterioriat the num-
ber of detected photons. This property is not essentia
some applications such as tests of Bell’s inequalities, bu
becomes critical especially in experiments involving m
tiple photon pairs@4,6#. The random character of down
conversion sources may not be shared in the future by
solid-state sources of single photons or photon pairs that
presently being developed@7#, though they will probably re-
quire operation at liquid-helium temperatures.

From a practical point of view, spontaneous parame
down-conversion in nonlinear crystals is a stable and rob
process that requires modest experimental means to se
An interesting problem is therefore whether the randomn
of the parametric sources could be overcome by mean
conditional detection. In such a scheme, detecting a num
of auxiliary photons by trigger detectors would providea
priori information that an entangled photon pair has be
generated, without destructive photodetection. Such a
could be used in the event-ready manner, or possibly sto
in a cavity @8# or an atomic system@9# for later use at any
instant of time. The most natural approach to realize this i
would be to perform the procedure of entanglement sw
ping on two entangled pairs generated independently, on
each of the two crystals. The Bell measurement would t
play a twofold role of collapsing the state of the remaini
photons onto an entangled state as well as assuring
presence@10#. However, when the pairs are generated
parametric down-conversion, it is necessary to take into
count other processes whose probability of occurrence i
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the same order of magnitude, such as generation of a do
pair in one crystal and none in the second crystal@4#. This
turns out to be a fundamental obstacle in the conditio
preparation of maximal entanglement from four dow
converted photons: it has been shown@5# that a maximally
entangled state cannot be generated with a nonzero prob
ity in any setup comprising down-converters and linear o
tics, based on detection of two auxiliary photons. This ru
out the possibility of using the second-order term of t
spontaneous down-conversion output, containing ove
four photons, to produce maximally entangled pairs
means of conditional detection.

In this paper we show that the six-photon component
the spontaneous down-conversion output suffices to gene
the maximally entangled polarization state of two photons
an event-ready manner. Specifically, we propose here an
perimental setup based on a single nonlinear crystal prod
ing two beams containing photons with pairwise correla
polarizations. We demonstrate that fourfold coincidence
tection performed on fractions of the output beams pick
off with nonpolarizing beam splitters leaves the remaini
modes in a maximally entangled two-photon state. The
of the third-order term of spontaneous down-convers
places certainly more stringent requirements on the brig
ness of the necessary sources, but as we discuss late
present progress in down-conversion sources is likely
make this idea feasible in the near future. The proposed s
presents a substantial advancement over the scheme im
directly by the general methodology of quantum comput
with linear optics@11#, whose implementation with down
conversion sources would require in total four photon pa
@12#.

The proposed setup, shown in Fig. 1, consists of o
pumped nonlinear crystal generating pairs of dow
converted photons entangled in their polarizations, and a
sive optical circuit directing the down-converted photo
into the output and detected modes. We label the modes
the corresponding annihilation operators. We assume tha
conversion rate is low, which will allow us to describe th
down-conversion process using the perturbative expansio
the number of the produced photons. Let (âx , ây ; b̂x , b̂y)
be the polarization modes of the down-converted photo
The beam (âx ,ây) is directed to a nonpolarizing beam spli
ter BS1 with the amplitude transmission coefficient cosua ,
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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where the transmitted modes (ĉx , ĉy) constitute the setup
output, while the reflected modes (êx , êy) are detected lo-
cally. The other beam (b̂x , b̂y) is directed to another beam
splitter BS2 with the amplitude transmission coefficie
cosub , where the transmitted modes (d̂x , d̂y) are the re-
maining two output modes of the setup, while the reflec
modes (f̂ x , f̂ y) are analyzed in thep/4 rotated polarization
modes (f̂ x8 , f̂ y8), defined by the relations f̂ x5( f̂ x8
1 f̂ y8)/A2 and f̂ y5( f̂ x82 f̂ y8)/A2.

We assume that the photodetectors monitoring the au
iary modes can perform the ideal projection onto the o
photon Fock stateu1&^1u. We will be interested in event
when each of the four auxiliary detectors registers exa
one photon. We shall demonstrate that the lowest order
which such an event can occur is when three pairs of do
converted photons are generated, and that in this ord
fourfold coincident detection of single photons in the aux
iary modes (êx , êy ; f̂ x8 , f̂ y8) unambiguously heralds tha
the quadruplet of the output modes (ĉx , ĉy ; d̂x , d̂y) con-
tains a pair of photons in a maximally entangled polarizat
state. This procedure prepares a maximally entangled s
without the usual vacuum contribution, being consequent
source of event-ready entanglement in the photonic dom
@10#.

Let us now discuss the operation of the scheme in qu
titative terms. The Hamiltonian governing the dow
conversion process in the weak conversion regime descr
two independent processes, corresponding to generatio
deletion of a photon pair in modes (âx ; b̂y) or (ây ;b̂x),
respectively. These two processes are added coherently
opposite probability amplitudes. Assuming that the effect
dimensionless interaction time isr, we can decompose th

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the setup for genera
heralded entanglement. BS1, BS2, nonpolarizing beam split
HWP, half-wave plate; PBS1, PBS2, polarizing beam splitte
Lowercase letters label the beams.
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output state into terms that contain a fixed number of dow
converted photons@4,13#:

uC&5exp@r ~ âx
†b̂y

†2âxb̂y!2r ~ ây
†b̂x

†2âyb̂x!#uvac&

5 (
n50

`

lnuCn&, ~1!

where
ln5An11~ tanhnr /cosh2r ! ~2!

is the probability amplitude of generatingn photon pairs, and
the normalizedn-pair component of the wave function take
the following form:

uCn&5
1

An11
(

m50

n

~21!mun2m,m;m,n2m&

5
1

n!An11
~ âx

†b̂y
†2ây

†b̂x
†!nuvac&. ~3!

The occupation numbers in the first expression foruCn& cor-
respond to the ordering of the modes as (âx , ây ; b̂x , b̂y).

Let us first show that any of the terms withn,3 cannot
give a fourfold coincidence on the auxiliary detectors. Ob
ously, the only term that could possibly give rise to such
event corresponds ton52 and is explicitly given by

uC2&5
1

A3
~ u2,0;0,2&2u1,1;1,1&1u0,2;2,0&). ~4!

The four-fold coincidence event implies that all the four ph
tons have been reflected by the beam splitters BS1 and B
However, detection of two photons in the modes (êx ,êy)
means that we are observing the middle term of the sum
Eq. ~4!, and that the state of the remaining two photons
collapsed tou1 f̂ x

,1 f̂ y
&. This state is transformed by the hal

wave plate to the form (u2 f̂ x8
,0 f̂ y8

&2u0 f̂ x8
,2 f̂ y8

&)/A2, which
of course cannot give a coincidence on the detectors m
toring the modesf̂ x8 and f̂ y8 . This is essentially the destruc
tive two-photon interference effect observed first by Hon
Ou, and Mandel@14#.

Having shown thatn53 is the lowest order that can con
tribute to the fourfold coincidence event in our scheme, let
now find the conditional state of the output modes provid
that each of the auxiliary detectors has seen exactly one
ton. The easiest way to approach this task is to use the
ond expression for the stateuC3& given in Eq.~3! in terms of
the creation operators:

uC3&5 1
12 ~ âx

†b̂y
†2ây

†b̂x
†!3uvac&. ~5!

The linear circuit placed after the nonlinear crystal is d
scribed by the following transformation of the annihilatio
operators of the down-conversion modes:

âx5 ĉx cosua1êx sinua , ~6a!

ây5 ĉy cosua1êy sinua , ~6b!

b̂x5d̂x cosub1~ f̂ x81 f̂ y8! sinub /A2, ~6c!

g
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b̂y5d̂y cosub1~ f̂ x82 f̂ y8! sinub /A2. ~6d!

After inserting the above representation into Eq.~5!, we ex-
pand the resulting polynomial and isolate terms that cont
ute to the coincidence event of interest. These terms m
contain the combination of the creation operators of the a
iliary modes in the formêx

†êy
† f̂ x8

† f̂ y8
† . The above rather

lengthy procedure can be aided with a computer algebra
tem. Explicitly, the relevant terms are

uC3&5
1

A2
sin2ua cosua sin2ubcosub

1

A2
~ ĉx

†d̂x
†1 ĉy

†d̂y
†!

3êx
†êy

† f̂ x8
† f̂ y8

† uvac&1•••, ~7!

where ‘‘••• ’’ denote all the other components. It is thus se
that the coincident detection of four photons in each of
modesêx , . . . ,f̂ y8 nondestructively collapses the state of t
output modes to the vector

uF&5
1

A2
~ ĉx

†d̂x
†1 ĉy

†d̂y
†!uvac&, ~8!

which describes a maximally entangled state of two photo
This state can be of course transformed into any other
state with the help of phase shifters and polarization rotat

The efficiency of successful state preparation in o
scheme can be defined as the probability of the fourfold
incidence event assuming that exactly three photon p
have been generated in the down-conversion process.
explicitly given by

P5 1
2 ~sin2ua cosua sin2ub cosub!2, ~9!

and it attains its maximum, equal to (2/9)3'0.011, when the
power transmission coefficients of the beam splitters
cos2ua5cos2ub51/3. In order to obtain the overall prepar
tion efficiency, this value ofP needs to be multiplied by the
probability (l3)2, defined by Eq.~2!, of generating the six-
photon state. As it would be beneficial to run the dow
conversion process with the interaction parameterr as large
as possible while staying within the perturbative regime,
have also estimated the contribution from the next lead
order term given by the stateuC4&. The probability of pro-
ducing a fourfold single-photon coincidence by this comp
nent is13

5 (sinua cosua sinub cosub)
4, which for the choice of

the transmission coefficients optimizingP gives approxi-
mately 6.331023.

The operation of the proposed scheme can be unders
more intuitively using the Fock state representation of
stateuC3&:

uC3&5 1
2 ~ u3,0;0,3&2u2,1;1,2&1u1,2;2,1&2u0,3;3,0&).

Observation of a twofold coincidence in the modes (êx ,êy)
means that one photon has been extracted from each o
modesâx and ây . This leaves us with the state of the r
maining photons proportional to2u1,0;1,2&1u0,1;2,1&. Fur-
ther, a twofold coincidence on the detectors in the lower a
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of the setup means that the state of the modesf̂ x and f̂ y
~before the beam splitter BS2! has been collapsed to the co
herent superposition (u0,2&2u2,0&)/A2. This means that two
photons must have been removed either from the modeb̂x or
b̂y by the beam splitter BS2. This gives the state of the
maining photons of the formu1,0;1,0&1u0,1;0,1&, which has
been defined in Eq.~8!.

We will now analyze the effect of imperfections of th
auxiliary detectors in the proposed scheme. The most crit
issue is undercounting photons, when the detectors giv
fourfold single-photon coincidence even if more than tw
photons have been reflected by the beam splitters BS1 an
BS2. In such a case the output state will be contaminated
additional terms containing a single photon or vacuu
which are orthogonal to the maximally entangled two-pho
component. However, we shall demonstrate that the effec
detection losses can be suppressed to some extent at the
of decreasing the efficiency of the state preparation.

We shall model detector losses in the standard way
suming the same detection efficiency equal toh for all the
four detectors. The most convenient way to include losse
the previous calculations is to introduce additional tild

modesễx ,ễy , f̂̃ x8 , f̂̃ y8 that are mixed with the fields moni
tored by the detectors@15#. This corresponds to replacing th

operatorêx in Eq. ~6a! by a combinationAhêx1A12h ễx ,
and similarly for êy , f̂ x8 , and f̂ y8 . The tilded operators

ễx , . . . ,f̂̃ y8 describe here photons that escape detection
to nonunit efficiency. After straightforward algebra we fin
that the component of the reduced density matrix for
output modes (ĉx ,ĉy ;d̂x ,d̂y) that is correlated with the ob
servation of a fourfold single-photon coincidence on the tr
ger detectors has the following form:

%̂5 1
4 h4 sin8u@2 cos4uuF&^Fu1~12h!

3sin2u cos2u~ u1,0;0,0&^1,0;0,0u1u0,1;0,0&^0,1;0,0u

1u0,0;1,0&^0,0;1,0u1u0,0;0,1&^0,0;0,1u!

12~12h!2 sin4uuvac&^vacu#, ~10!

where we have assumed for simplicity the transmission
efficient to be equal for both the beam splitters:ua5ub
5u, and the stateuF& has been defined in Eq.~8!. The
different terms are added incoherently in the above formu
as there is distinguishing information provided by the ph
tons remaining in the undetected tilded modes mode
losses. We have kept the normalization of%̂ implied by the
complete multimode wave function. This allows us to calc
late the probability of the coincidence event as the trace
%̂:

P5Tr%̂5 1
2 ~h sin2u!4~12h sin2u!2, ~11!

whereas the fidelity of the conditionally prepared state re

F5A^Fu%̂uF&

Tr%̂
5

cos2u

12h sin2u
. ~12!
1-3
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In Fig. 2 we depict parametric plots@P(u),F(u)# param-
etrized with the beam splitter coefficientu, for several values
of the detection efficiencyh. All the curves span from the
same point (P50,F51) corresponding tou50, i.e., fully
transmitting beam splitters, to the maximum possible pre
ration efficiency@equal to the same value (2/9)3 as long as
h>2/3], with the fidelity of the prepared state getting wor
with decreasingh. However, it is clearly seen in Fig. 2 tha
the fidelity can be improved for any detection efficiencyh
by increasing the beam splitter transmission. In this regi
the probability of reflecting more than the minimum numb
of photons necessary to the trigger detectors becomes lo
and consequently the danger of undercounting the auxil
photons is less important. This results in enhanced fidelity
the prepared state, though at the cost of lower prepara
efficiency. This effect demonstrates that the proposed sch
is, in principle, robust to the effects of the nonunit efficien
of the trigger detectors.

In conclusion, we have proposed a conditional sche

FIG. 2. The fidelityF of the prepared state versus the probab
ity P of a fourfold single-photon coincidence for several values
the detection efficiencyh. The curves are parametrized with th
beam splitter coefficientu running from 0 top/2.
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based on a spontaneous parametric down-conversion so
that is capable of event-ready generation of polarization
tangled photon pairs. The scheme utilizes the three-pair c
ponent of the down-conversion output, and the deleteri
contribution from the lower order term vanishes due to
well-known destructive two-photon interference effect@14#.
The proposed scheme can be considered as a next-order
eralization of the earlier concept of entanglement swapp
@10#.

As our scheme relies basically on polarization interf
ence of photons from one down-conversion source, the
quired experimental means appear to be moderate. The
cal parameters of the source are its brightness and
preservation of the correlations in the number of produc
photons. These characteristics seem to be most promisin
currently studied sources based on nonlinear waveguides
offer improved control over the spatio-temporal structure
the produced photons@16#. Assuming that the probability o
producing a single photon pair would be of the order of 5
it is then easy to calculate that the probability of a fourfo
coincidence in the proposed setup is 731027. This should
give a few dozens of useful photon pairs per second fo
pump laser with 100-MHz repetition rate, and this figu
could be improved by an order or two of magnitude by us
a multigigahertz mode-locked laser@17#, provided that it can
deliver enough pulse energy. These constraints, though
tainly challenging, do not seem to be very far from the c
pabilities of current technology. It should also be noted t
the visibility of the destructive two-photon interference o
curring for the second-order down-conversion term need
be high enough to make dominant the coincidence eve
generated by the next-order term. The experimental obse
tion of the destructive interference for the second-order te
should be feasible right now, as demonstrated in recent
periments by Lamas-Linareset al. @13,18#.
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